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This research aims to determine the leading sectors in Bandar Lampung. With the observation period 2005-2012 using GDP approach.

This research calculation and discussion are used Location Quotient. This method is used to determining the classification of the growth economy. Location Quotient Analysis (LQ) for determining base activity sector. Shift-Share Analysis for looking movement of economic sectors in Bandar Lampung.

Analysis results with typology Klassen shows the industrial sector and the financial sector, rent and company services as an advance and fast growing sector, and Location Quotient Analysis (LQ) there are seven sectors is classified as a base sector is industry, electric, gas and clean water, construction, trade, hotels, and restaurant and services sector. Shift Share analysis showing that in the period 2005-2012 there are two sectors that have rapid growth rates and high competitiveness, industrial and financial sectors, rent and company services.

From the marging analysis method this research conclude the Financial, Rental, Corporate Services Sector as leading Sector.
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